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Corporations are not shy about trying to make
over the schools in their own image. Therefore,
it's up to the rest of us to firmly tell them to mind
their own businesses, Mr. Kohn maintains.

BY ALFIE KOHN

The best reason to give a child a good school ... is so that child will
have a happy childhood, and not so that it will help IBM in com-

peting with Sony. . . . There is something ethically embarrassing
about resting a national agenda on the basis of sheer greed.

-Jonathan Kozol

HESE DAYS I give a lot of speeches about the accounta-
bility fad that has been turning our schools into glorified
test-prep centers. The question-and-answer sessions that
follow these lectures can veer off in unexpected direc-
tions, but it is increasingly likely that someone will in-
quire about the darker forces behind this heavy-handed
version of school reform. "Aren't giant corporations rak-
ingin profitsfrom standardizedtesting?" a questionerwill

demancl. "Doesn't it stand to reason that these companies engineered the re-
liance on testing in the first place?"

Incleecl, there are enough suspicious connections to keep conspiracy theo-
rists awake throughi the night. For example, Standard & Poors, the financial rat-
ing service, has lately been offering to evaluate and publish the performance,
based largely on test scores, of every school district in a given state - a bit of
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number crunching that Michigan and Pennsylvania pur-
chased for at least $10 million each, and other states may
soon follow. The explicit findings of these reports concern
whether this district is doing better than that one. But the
tacit message -the hidden curriculum, if you will - is
that test scores are a useful and appropriate marker of
school quality. Who would have an incentive to convince
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people of that conclusion? Well, it turns out that Standard
& Poors is owned by McGraw-Hill, one of the largest man-
ufacturers of standardized tests.

With such pressure to look good by boosting their test
results, low-scoring districts may feel compelled to pur-
chase heavily scripted curriculum programs designed to
raise scores, programs such as Open Court or Reading
Mastery (and others in the Direct Instruction series). Where
do those programs come from? By an astonishing coinci-
dence, both are owned by McGraw-Hill. Of course, it doesn't
hurt to have some influential policy makers on your side
when it's time to make choices about curriculum and as-
sessment. In April 2000, Charlotte Frank joined NewYork's
Board of Regents, the state's top policy-making panel for
education. If you need to reach Ms. Frank, try her office
at McGraw-Hill, where she is a vice president. And we
needn't even explore the chummy relationship between
Harold McGraw IlIl (the company's chairman) and George
W. Bush.' Nor will we investigate the strong statement of
support for test-based accountability in a March 2001 Busi-
ness Week cover story about education. Care to hazard a
guess as to what company owns Business Week?

Stumble across enough suspicious relationships such
as these, and your eyebrows may never come down. How-
ever, I don't want to oversimplify. The sizable profits made
by the CTB division of McGraw-Hill, as well as by Har-
court Educational Measurement, Riverside Publishing, Ed-
ucational Testing Service (ETS), and NCS Pearson 2- the
five companies that develop and/or score virtually all the
standardized tests to which students and prospective teach-
ers are subjected - cannot completely explain why pub-

lic officials, journalists, and others have come to rely so
heavily on these exams. Let's face it: for a variety of rea-
sons, people with no financial stake in the matter have be-
come boosters of standardized testing.3

More important, even if one could pointto a neat cause-
and-effect relationship here, the role that business plays
in education is not limited to the realm of testing. Indeed,

its influence is even deeper, more
complicated, and ultimately more dis-

attack turbing than anything that might be re-vealed in a game of connect the cor-
hey porate dots. Schools -and, by ex-

tension, children - have been turned
~ctive, into sources of profit in several distinct

are ways. Yes, some corporations sell ed-
ucational products, including tests,Labaree texts, and other curriculum materials.

But many more corporations, ped-
dling all sorts of products, have come

to see schools as places to reach an enormous captive mar-
ket. Advertisements are posted in cafeterias, around ath-
letic fields, even on buses. Soft drink companies pay off
schools so that their brand - and only their brand - of
liquid candy will be sold to kids.4 Schools are offered free
televisions in exchange for compelling students to watch
a brief current-events program larded with commercials,
a project known as Channel One. And the advertisers seem
to be getting their money's worth: researchers have found
that Channel One viewers, as contrasted with a compar-
ison group of students, not only thought more highly of
products advertised on the program but were more likely
to agree with statements such as "money is everything,"
"/a nice car is more important than school," "designer la-
bels make a difference," and "I want what I see adver-
tised."'

Even more disturbing than having public schools sanc-
tion these advertisements and expose children to them6 is
the fact that corporate propaganda is sometimes passed
off as part of the curriculum. Math problems plug a par-
ticular brand of sneakers or candy; chemical companies
distribute slick curriculum packages to ensure that envi-
ronmental science will be taught with their slant.7 A few
years ago, someone sent me a large, colorful brochure
aimed at educators that touts several free lessons helpfully
supplied by Procter & Gamble. One kit helps fifth-graders
learn about personal hygiene by way of Old Spice after-
shave and Secret deodorant, while another promises a sev-
enth-grade lesson on the "ten steps to self-esteem," com-
plete with teacher's guide, video, and samples of Cleara-
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It's worth thinking about how corporate sponsorship is
likely to affect what is includec - ancl not included - in
these lessons. How likely is it that the makers of Clearasil
wouldl emphasize that how you feel about yourself should
not primarily be a function of how you look? Or consid-
er a hypothetical unit on nutrition underwritten by Kraft
General Foocds (or by McDonald's or Coca-Cola). Would
you expect to fincd any mention of the fact that the food
you prepare yourself is likely to be more nutritious than
processed products in boxes and jars ancl cans? Or that
the best way to qLleich your thirst is actually to drink wa-
ter? Or that a well-balancecl cliet requires little or no meat?
Or that smoking causes cancer? (Kraft General Foods -
and Nabisco, for that matter - are owned by a tobacco
company.)

A few companies, thieni, make money by selling books
ancl tests, while many more sell other things to children.
The thircl, andl most audacious, way that schooling can be
milkecl for profit is by letting corporations take over the
management of the schools themselves or even allowing
themil to own schools outright as they would a car dealer-
ship. Opportunities for such businesses have greatly ex-
panclecl as a result of a movement simply to privatize ed-
ucation. This effort seems to gather strength as people
friendily to its aims fincl themselves in positions of power,
as the Supreme Court votes to allow public funds to pay
for tuition at private - including religious - schools, and
as proponents become more skilled at public relations (for
example, jettisoniing the unpopular word vouchers and
justifying their agenda in terms of the ostensible benefits
for low-income people of color).

By way of background, consider that the center of grav-
ity for American eclucation has shifted over the last few
years from local schools ancl clistricts to state capitals. The
commissioner or state superintendent of schools, the state
board of edlucation, ancl the legislature have usurped much
of the power that communities have long enjoyed to set
eclucation policy. Indeed, even Washington, D.C., has got-
ten into the act, with new fecleral legislation requiring that
every state test every stuclent every year.

It's understandable, then, that frustrated students, par-
ents, ancl teachers would be inclined to see government
as the problem. Some conservative activists have even be-
gun referring clerisively to public schools as "government
schools." But there are two problems with this equation.
First, the current level of interference in curricular and as-
sessment clecisions by politicians is not logically entailed
by the iclea of public schooling; indeed, it is unprece-
clentecl. If your governor began telling your local library
whicih books to orcler, that would not be an argument

against the idea of public libraries. Second, the actions
taken by government officials have been offensive pre-
cisely to the extent that they have appropriated the slo-
gans and mindset of private enterprise.The problem is that
people in the public sector are uncritically adopting the
world view of the private sector -and applying it to
schools.

Privatizing education is predicated on an almost child-
like faith in competition: let self-interested people strug-
gle against one another, and somehow all of them - even
their children, presumably - will benefit. This belief, as
quickly becomes evident from reading and listening to
those who hold it, has the status of religious dogma rather
than empirical hypothesis. It is closely related to a second
ideological underpinning: a pronounced individualism in
which there is no us, just you and her and him and me.
To apply a marketplace mentality to education both as-
sumes ancl exacerbates this perspective, with parents en-
couraged to focus only on what improves their own chil-
dren's position. This is the very opposite of an invitation
to work together to make schools more effective and invit-
ing places for all our children. Perhaps it was the impli-
cations of this threat to the value of community that led
the political philosopher Benjamin Barber to observe, "Pri-
vatization is not about limiting government; it is about ter-
minating democracy."

Clearly, education is just one arena in which larger ide-
ologies are being played out.These days, as education his-
torian David Labaree has put it, "We find public schools
under attack, not just because they are deemed ineffec-
tive, but because they are public."' Once the struggle over
public institutions has been joined in the classroom, though,
it isn't hard to understand the consequences of implement-
ing voucher plans ancl other "school choice" proposals -
including, to some extent, charter schools, which many see
as a first step toward undermining public schooling alto-
gether.

What happens to schools when they are plunged into
the marketplace? To begin with, they must shift much of
their time ancl resources to, well, marketing. (It is those
who sell themselves skillfully, not necessarily those who
are especially good at what they do, who tend to succeed
in a competitive market.) Moreover, the pressure to make
themselves look better presents a temptation to screen out
less desirable students, those whose education takes more
effort or expense. "The problem with public schools," re-
marked lohn Chubb, "is that they must take whoever walks
in the door."' The philosophical core of the privatization
movement for which Chubb speaks is neatly revealed in
the use of the word problem in that sentence.
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Deborah Meier writes memorably of the "dictatorship
of the marketplace," noting that "privatizing removes schools
from democratic control." She observes that private schools
"cannot serve as general models; their value and advan-
tages depend on their scarcity.... Schools dependent up-
on private clienteles -schools that can get rid of unwanted
kids or troublemaker families . . . and toss aside the losers
- not only can avoid the democratic arts of compromise
and tolerance but also implicitly foster lessons about the
power of money and prestige, a lesson already too well
known by every adolescent in America."'° Meier's indict-
ment extends beyond voucher programs, suggesting the
corrosive effect of any sort of interference in public edu-
cation by business interests. The quest for private profits,
in whatever form it takes, can only contaminate efforts to
help all students become enthusiastic and expert learners.

* * *

These three basic ways by which corporations can prof-
it from education are all quite straightforward. Vivendi
Universal, which owns Houghton Mifflin (at least for the
moment), which in turn owns Riverside, makes money
selling the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills. Nike makes money
by advertising its shoes to young people who are required
by law to be in the vicinity of its billboards. Edison, Inc.,
makes money (or will do so eventually, it assures its in-
vestors) by running whole schools.

But there are also more indirect ways to turn learning
into a business. When corporations can influence the na-
ture of curriculum and the philosophy of education, then
they have succeeded in doing something more profound
- and possibly more enduring - than merely improving
their results on this quarter's balance sheet. That can hap-
pen when businesses succeed in creating "school-to-work"
programs, by which children are defined as future work-
ers and shaped to the specifications of their employers. It
can happen when the whole notion of education as a pub-
lic good is systematically undermined - an ideological shift
that paves the way for privatizing schools. It can happen
when a business ethos takes over education, with an em-
phasis on quantifiable results, on standardized procedures
to improve performance, on order and discipline and obe-
dience to authority. Students expect to be controlled with
rewards and punishments, to be set against their peers in
competitions, to be rated and evaluated by those who have
more power than they do. None of this is particularly ef-
fective at preparing children to be critical thinkers, life-
long intellectual explorers, active participants in a demo-
cratic society- or even, for that matter, good friends or
lovers or parents. But the process is exceedingly effective
at preparing them for their life as corporate employees.

Rather ingeniously, some practices simultaneously serve
the interests of business in multiple ways. For example, sell-
ing products in classrooms may immediately increase a corn-
pany's market share, but it also contributes to a socializa-
tion process whereby children come to see themselves as
consumers, as people whose lives will be improved by
buying more things.

Standardized testing may be an even better illustration
in that it manages to achieve several goals at one stroke:

1 it brings in hundreds of millions of dollars ayeartothe
handful of corporations that produce the tests, grade the
tests, and supply materials to raise students' scores on the
tests;

S it screens and sorts students for the convenience of
'industry and higher education;

4j. it helps to foster acceptance of a corporate-style ide-
ology, which comes to be seen as natural and even desir-
able, in which assessment is used less to support learning
than to evaluate and compare people - and in which the
education driven by that testing has a uniform, standard-
ized feel to it; and

; when many students perform poorly on these tests (an
outcome that can be ensured from the outset and then jus-
tified in the name of "raising the bar"), these results can
be used to promote discontent with public education. "We
are shocked - shocked! - to discover just how bad our
schools are!" Again, this can create a more receptive cli-
mate for introducing vouchers, for-profit charter schools,
and other private alternatives. (Anyone whose goal was to
serve up our schools to the marketplace could hardly find
a shrewder strategy than to insist on holding schools "ac-
countable" by administering wave after wave of standard-
ized tests.)

To the extent that colleges, too, are increasingly seen
as ripe for a corporate makeover, testing younger students
would make sense as part of a long-term strategy. In the
words of one instructor:

The whole standards movement, after all, is about
restricting learning to what is actually useful: the
memorization of information, the streamlining of
knowledge to what can be evaluated by a stan-
dardized test. By ciurtailing the excessive autonomy
of K-1 2 teachers and requiring them to teach "to the
tests," we are preparing future college students for
a brand of higher education designed and adminis-
tered by the savviest segment of our society: for-prof-
it corporations."1

There may be some sort of shadowy business conspir-
acy at work to turn schools into factories, but this seems
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unlikely if only because no such conspiracy is necessary tinr
to produce the desired results. Most politicians have ac- po
ceptecl uncritically the goals and methods outlined by the ly
private sector. And, with the possible exception of atti- thc
tudes toward vouchers, there are few differences between to
the two major parties. Marveling that "Democrats and Re- sei
publicans are saying rather similar things about educa- lin
tion," a front-page story in the New York Times explained,
"One reason there seems to be such a consensus on edu-
cation is that the economic rationale for schooling has tri-
umphled."'"

More ominous is the extent to which even educators
have internalized a business approach. Many of us defend
"partnerships" between schools and businesses, willingly

nyone whose goal was to serve
up our schools to the mark'
place could hardly find a si

:;strategy than to hold schoo
'accountable" through wa

''wave of standardized tests.

"align" our leaching to uniform state standards, shrug off
objections to advertising in the schools, and refer to learn-
ing as "work"' or to schooling itself as an "investment."
The next time you leaf through one of the leading educa-
tioil periodicals or listen to a speech at a conference, try
counting all thle telltale signs of corporate ideology.

There's no need for executives in expensive suits to
show up in schools if we're alreacly doing their work for
theml.

* * I'

Some reaclers may clismiss as rhetorical excess any com-
parison of schools with factories. In fact, though, the anal-
ogy was first proposed by people who were quite explic-
it about wanting to make the former more similar to the
latter. 13ack in 1916, EllwoodI Cubberley wrote that "our
schools are, in a sense, factories in which the raw prod-
ucts (chilciren) are to be shapecl and fashioned into prod-
ucts to meet the various demands of life."'4 In the 1 950s,
this way of thinking was still in favor. A Fortune magazine
article titled "The Low Procluctivity of the Education In-
dlustry" informedl readers that we should strive "to turn out
studlents with the greatest possible efficiency . . . land]
minimize the input of man hours and capital. In this re-
spect, the schools are no different from General Motors."'

The popularity of such parallels may wax and wane over

ie, but were Cubberley to find himself magically trans-
rted to the early 21 st century, he would almost certain-
feel right at home. He would immediately notice that
)usands of American schools, some of them dating back
his own era but still open for, um, business, literally re-
nble factories. Inside them, he would see, as Linda Dar-
g-Hammond observed in 1997, that

the short segmented tasks stressing speed and neat-
ness that predominate in most schools, the empha-
sis on rules from the important to the trivial, and the
obsession with bells, schedules, and time clocks are
all dug deep into the ethos of late-nineteenth-cen-
tury America, when students were being prepared
to work in factories on predetermined tasks that would

not require them to figure out what
to do."

et- Cubberley would no doubt be im-

hrewder pressed as well by the remarkable
power that business continues to have

Is inshapingeducation policy. Every few

ve after months, he would notice, another re-
port on American schooling is re-
leased by a consortium of large cor-
porations. These documents normally

ceive wide and approving press attention, despite the
ct that they all recycle the same set of buzz words. Rather
ke a party game in which players create sentences by ran-
)lmly selecting an adjective from one list, then a noun
rom another, these dispatches from the business world
eem to consist mostly of different combinations of terms
Ie "world class," "competitive," and "measurable"; "stan-
lrds," "results," and "accountability."
A few examples from the past decade might set Cub-

erley's head to nodding. The Committee for Economic
evelopment, consisting of executives from about 250
rge companies, demands that school curricula be linked
iore closely to employers' skill requirements; it calls for
)erformance-driven education," incentives, and a tradi-
inal "core disciplinary knowledge" version of instruc-
ion. Ditto for the Business Roundtable, which describes
:hooling as "competing in the education Olympics." Be-
des endorsing narrow and very specific academic stan-
ards, punishment for schools that fall behind, and more
esting, it approvingly cites the example of taking time in
igh school to familiarize students with personnel evalu-
[ions. The National Association of Manufacturers, mean-
'hile, insists on more testing as well as "a national sys-
em of skills standards designed by industry." And the Busi-
essTask Force on Student Standards says that "workplace
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performance requirements of industry and commerce must
be integrated into subject-matter standards and learning
environments.""7

Toscan these recommendations is to realizetwo things.
First, most have been adopted as policy. To an extraordi-
nary degree, business' wish becomes education's com-
mand. Second, they traffic in the realm not only of meth-
ods and metaphors, but of purposes and goals. The ques-
tion is not just whether we will compare schools to fac-
tories or even whetherwe will prescribe practices thatwill
make schools more like factories. The question is what vi-
sion of schooling-and even of children-lies behind
such suggestions. While a proper discussion of the pur-
pose of education lies outside.the scope of this essay,"8 it
is immediately evident that seeing schools as a means for
bolstering our economic system (and the interests of the
major players in that system) is very different from seeing
education as a means for strengthening democracy, for
promoting social justice, or simply for fostering the well-
being and development of the students themselves.19

In the final analysis, the problem with letting business
interests shape our country's agenda for education isn't
just the executives' lack of knowledge about the nuances
of pedagogy. The problem is with their ultimate objectives.
Corporations in our economic system exist to provide a
financial return to the people who own them: they are in
business to make a profit. As individuals, those who work
.in (or even run) these companies might have other goals,
too, when they turn their attention to public policy or ed-
ucation or anything else. But business qua business is con-
cerned principally about its own bottom line.Thus, when
business thinks about schools, its agenda is driven by what
will maximize its profitability, not necessarily by what is
in the best interest of students. Any overlap between those
two goals would be purely accidental - and, in practice,
turns out to be minimal. Whatmaximizes corporate prof-
its often does not benefit children and vice versa. Quali--
ties such as a love of learning for its own sake, a penchant
for asking challenging questions, or a commitment to
democratic participation in decision making would be
seen as nice but irrelevant- or perhaps even as impedi-
ments to the efficient realization of corporate goals.

Some people in the business world object to this char-
acterization, of course. They insist that modern corpora-
tions have goals similar to those of educators, that busi-
ness today needs employees who are critical thinkers and
problem solvers skilled at teamwork, and so forth. But if
this were really true, we would see cutting-edge compa-
nies taking the lead in demanding a constructivist approach
to instruction, in which students' questions drive the cur-

riculum -as well as a rich, whole-language model for
teaching literacy. They would ask why we haven't thrown
out the worksheets and the textbooks, the isolated skills
and rote memorization. They would demand greater em-
phasis on cooperative learning and complain loudly about
the practices that undermine collaboration (and ultimately
quality)-such practices as awards assemblies and spelling
bees and honor rolls, or norm-referenced tests. They would
insist on heterogeneous, inclusive classrooms in place of
programs that segregate and stratify and stigmatize. They
would stop talking about "school choice" (meaning pro-
grams that treat education as a commodity for sale) and
start talking about the importance of giving students more
choice about what happens in their classrooms. They would
publish reports on the importance of turning schools into
caring communities in which mutual problem solving re-
places an emphasis on following directions.

The sad truth, of course, is that, when business leaders
do address these issues, their approach tends to be pre-
cisely the opposite: they write off innovative, progressive
education reforms as mere fads that distract us from rais-
ing test scores. This is evident not only from those reports
sampled above (from the Business Roundtable and similar
groups) but also from the consistent slant of articles about
education that appear in business-oriented periodicals.

Moreover, while there may be more talk in boardrooms
these days about teamwork, it is usually situated in the
contextof competitiveness: that is, working togetherso we
can defeatanother group of people workingtogether. Busi-
ness groups commonly characterize students as competi-
tors- as people who do, or will, or should spend their
lives trying to beat other people. Other nations are like-
wise depicted as rivals, such that to make our schools
"world class" means not that we should cooperate with
other countries and learn, but that we should compete
against them and win.

While "social skills" are often listed as desirable at-
tributes, business publications neverseem to mention such
qualities as generosity or compassion. While it is common
to talk about the need for future employees who can think
critically, there is reason to doubt that corporate execu-
tives want people with the critical skills to ask why they
(the executives)j ust received mu Itimi l lion-dollar packages
of stock options even as several thousand employees were
thrown out of work. Corporations may, as we have seen,
encourage high school English teachers to assign students
the task of writing a sample personnel evaluation, but they
seem less keen on inviting students to critically analyze
whether such evaluations make sense or who gets to eval-
uate whom. In short, what-business wants from its work-
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ers - anl, by extension, froni our schools - in tihe 21st
century may to)l be so (lifferent from wlhat it wantecl in the
20th and eveil in the 1 911i cenluries.

Moreover, Whal husiness wants, it LIsually gets. It cloes-
n' ltake a clegree in political science 10 figure out why
politicialns (an(i sometinmes even edlucators) so oflen ca-
piLulale 10 I)lusiness. For that nmatler, it isn't nluclC of a nmys-
iery why a 500-pIound gorilla is invitedl to sleep anywhere
il wishes. B1ut tlat l doesn't nlake the practice any less clan-
geroLts.

Indleed, we tllighll even go so far as to iclentify as one
of Ihle most crucial lasks in a dlemocralic society tile act of
liilititlg Ilie power that corporations have in (leternlining
what hlappens in our schools. Not long ago, as Ilistorian
Joel Spriting p)OiltCd oul, you wouIld have been biranded a
radical (or worse) for suggesling that our ecLIcation sys-
temii is geared to tmleeling thie needs Of blusiness. Toclay, cor-
poralions not only acknowledge tllal fact bul complain
louLIly Whell tlley tllink scliools aren't aclequately meet-
itng Illeir ileels. They are nol shy ahoult trying to nmake over
the sclhools in Illeir own inmage. It's Lip to the rest of us,

tllerefore, to firmly tell them to nmincl tlheir own business-
es.
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